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All children have the right to be safe.
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What are laws?

Laws are rules that are made by 

people in power to order the way 

society behaves and to ensure 

that everyone has their rights.
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Why do we need laws? 

 To keep us safe.

 To make sure things are fair.

 To limit the power of the 

Government.
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In the UK, power is split between three groups:

The GovernmentParliament The Justice System

Makes and 

changes laws

Puts laws into 

practice and 

makes policy

Upholds 

the law
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The police

An organised force that 
maintains order, preventing 
and detecting crimes and 
enforcing laws. 

Do they have the power to 
make or change the law?

No, the police keep the law. 
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A judge

A person who oversees a 
court of law and decides on 
sentencing. 

Do they have the power to 
make or change the law?

No, a judge acts on the law.
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A lawyer

Someone who is qualified to 
advise on legal matters and 
represent people in court.

Do they have the power to 
make or change the law?

No, lawyers advise on the 
law. 
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Parliament
A group of elected and 
appointed people who make 
and change laws in the 
House of Commons and the 
House of Lords.

Do they have the power to 
make or change the law?

Yes, members of the House of 
Commons and the House of 
Lords make and debate laws.  
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The Queen

The Head of State. This person 
gives royal assent to any new 
laws. 

Do they have the power to 
make or change the law?

Sort of! The Queen has to 
give Royal Assent to any new 
laws. 

However, this is really a 
formality. The last time a King 
or Queen said no was in 
1707! 



During this lesson we will be thinking about 

what happens when laws get broken. 

By the end of the lesson you will be able to …

• Describe three different people that someone who 

breaks the law might meet and what their jobs are.

• Explain what a sentence is and why we have them.

• Describe four different types of sentence.

• Explain what the words aggravating and mitigating 

mean. 
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Talk to a partner … 

Some rules must be kept by everyone. Does anyone know what these rules are 

called?
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Q: What do you think happens when the law gets broken? 
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Q: What do you think has happened?
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Stop, thief!

Q: Why might Jay be 
running?
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Q: What do you think happens next?
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Q: What is a solicitor and 
why does Jay need one? 
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Theo thinks he 

witnesses Jay steal 

some trainers. 

Jay is arrested.

Custody Sergeant 

Chan books Jay in 

at the police station.

Jay is 

Interviewed. 

The police look at 

all the evidence.
The CPS says there is enough 

evidence to prosecute. 

Jay is charged and bailed.

He then goes to court.

Order of events:



Following their trial Jay 

was found guilty of theft. 

Q: What do you think will 

happen to Jay next?
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Once someone has been 

found guilty it is the job of 

the Judge or magistrates 

to decide what sentence 

they should be given. 

There are strict guidelines 

they must follow. 
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Q: Why do you think 

we need sentences?
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The 5 purposes of sentencing

1. To reduce crime

2. To help offenders make different choices in the future

3. To punish the offender

4. To protect the public

5. To give something back and make amends

Q: Which of these reasons do you 

think is most important and why? 
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Deciding on a sentence
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Watch this video and then answer these questions.

1) What are the 4 types of sentence

2) Which sentence is the most common?

DISCHARGE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cyZp1Hz-xaU


Q: What things should magistrates think about 
before deciding on a sentence? 
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Would it make a difference if …

• He had stolen things before?

• Whilst he was running away he had 
knocked someone over and hurt them?

• When the police stopped him he had 
admitted to stealing the trainers?



Aggravating or mitigating factors 
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Aggravating 

factors would 

increase the 

sentence.

For example, if 

they’ve broken the 

law before.

Mitigating factors 

would decrease 

the sentence

For example, if they 

showed that they 

were sorry.
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Aggravating or mitigating – You decide! 

Read the statements and then put them under the correct 

heading. Do you think it is 

• Aggravating (should increase the sentence) 

• Mitigating (should reduce the sentence).
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Jay has been found guilty of stealing trainers before.

SORRY!

Jay took a pair of scissors to the shop so he 

could cut the security tag off the trainers.

Jay wants to make things right again with all the 

people who have been involved in the case.

In the past Jay sold stolen trainers to other 

people and lied about where they came from.
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Jay has enough money to pay for the trainers but 

stole them anyway. He wants to spend his savings 

on a new phone instead of expensive trainers. 

Jay now realises it was wrong to steal the 

trainers and feels bad.

Jay saw that no one was looking and took the 

trainers without thinking or planning. 

Jay lost their job recently and doesn’t have enough money 

to buy new shoes.
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Jay hasn’t slept since the incident. Every time they 

think about going to court they feel anxious and 
scared.  

Jay immediately apologised to Theo and the police 

officers and said it was a mistake.  

Jay feels embarrassed that he doesn’t have the 

same nice things that his friends have and is 

ashamed of stealing the trainers.

SORRY!
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Jay ran away from the police and was only 

apprehended after a chase through the local park.

Jay threw the trainers away as he was being 
chased by the police.

Jay has offered to pay back the shop and write 

them a letter of apology. The trainers have been 

returned to the shop.
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Plenary 

What new things do we 

now know about what 

happens when laws are 
broken?


